


These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment nor provide
for every possible contingency to be met in connection with installation, operation, or main-
tenance. Should further information be desired or should particular problems arise which are
not covered sufficiently for the purchaser’s purpose, the matter should be referred to the
General Electric Company.

To the extent required the products described herein meet applicable ANSI, IEEE, and
NEMA standards; but no such assurance is given with respect to local codes and ordi-
nances because they vary greatly.
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Long Reach Scheme Setup (PD1)

Set VA, VB and VC to 70 volts RMS and set angles VA to 0°, VB to -120° and VC to
+120°.  Reduce VA, VB, and VC  until the measuring unit under test picks up as indicated
by the oscilloscope trace going from LOW to HIGH.

Short Reach Scheme Setup (PD1)

Set VA, VB and VC to 60 volts RMS and set angles VA to 0°, VB to -120° and VC to
+120°.  Reduce VA, VB, and VC  until the measuring unit under test picks up as indicated
by the oscilloscope trace going from LOW to HIGH.

PD1 Reach

Move the oscilloscope input to card extender pin 17 perform the PD1 test as shown in the
setup.  This test checks the PD1 reach at the replica impedance angle including the pull-
back effect at this current level (approximately 3%).  See Table 5-3 for test tolerances.

PDX Reach

Move the oscilloscope input to card extender pin 19 and perform the test as shown in the
setup.  This test checks "PDX" reach at the replica impedance angle, including the pull-
back effect at this current level (approximately 3%).  See Table 5-3 for test tolerances.

PDT Reach

Reduce the reach on DPM11- module to 1 (5) ohms and increase the reach on the DPM10-
module to 12 (60) ohms.  Move the oscilloscope input to card extender pin 20 and perform
the test as shown in the setup.  See Table 5-3 for test tolerances.  This test checks "PDT"
reach at the replica impedance angle, including the pull-back effect at this current level
(approximately 2%).

POSB Reach

Move the oscilloscope input to card extender pin 22 and lower IA, IB and IC to 4.5 (0.9)
amperes RMS.  Perform the test as shown in the setup.  This test checks "POSB" reach.
See Table 5-3 for test tolerances.

PDB Reach

 Move the oscilloscope input to card extender pin 21 and raise IA, IB and IC to 5.0 (1.0)
amperes RMS.  Set angle IA = +95°, angle IB = -25° and angle IC = - 145°.  Set VA, VB,
and VC to 70 Volts RMS, at 0°, -120°, and +120° respectively.  Set and lower the input
voltages as shown in the setup until the oscilloscope trace goes from LOW to HIGH.  See
table III for test tolerances.  Then raise the input voltages until the oscilloscope trace goes
from HIGH to LOW.  This dropout point should occur between 6 and 12 volts RMS above
the pickup voltage.
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NDD Zone 3 Reach

Remove the temporary jumper from pin 57 to pin 60 and add a temporary jumper from pin
58 to pin 60 on the card extender.  Repeat ND Zone 2 Reach test, except that Iop at the
pickup point should now be between 2.48 (.49) and 3.04 (.61) amperes RMS.  This test
checks the zone 3 reach multiplier.  Remove jumper from 58 to 60.

NEGATIVE SEQUENCE DIRECTIONAL TESTS

1. NT Unit.

Add temporary jumpers to pins 55, 56, and 60 on the card extender.  Change connections to
those shown in Figure 5-5 with relay input Y connected to BH1 or TP9.  Move the
oscilloscope input to card extender pin No. 23.  Set VA = 30 volts RMS, VB = 67 volts
RMS, VC = 67 volts RMS.  Set angle VB = -120° and angle VC = +120°.  Set angle IA = -
85°.  Slowly increase IA until the oscilloscope trace goes from LOW to HIGH.  At this
pickup point, current IA should be less than 0.06 (0.012) amperes RMS.

Change angle IA to +95° and check that the oscilloscope trace does not go HIGH as IA is
increased up to 10 (2) amperes RMS.

2. NB Unit.

Move the oscilloscope input to card extender pin No. 24.  Reduce IA to 1.0 (0.2) amperes
RMS and check that the oscilloscope trace is HIGH.

Change the angle IA to -85° and check that the oscilloscope trace is LOW.

PHASE SELECTORS

1. Move the oscilloscope input to card extender pin 27.  Set IOP = 1.6 (0.32) amperes RMS
and leave all other settings set per step 1 of NEGATIVE-SEQUENCE DIRECTIONAL
TESTS.  Check that the oscilloscope trace is HIGH.

2. Change connections to those shown for testing PHB SEL in Figure 5-5.  Raise VA to 67
volts RMS, lower VB to 30 volts RMS and set angle IOP to -205°.  Check that the
oscilloscope trace at pin 28 is HIGH.

3. Change connections to those shown for testing PHC SEL in Figure 5-5.  Raise VB to 67
volts RMS, lower VC to 30 volts RMS and set angle of Iop to -325°.  Check that the
oscilloscope trace at pin 29 is HIGH.
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Where: IM is the pickup set on the AEM10- module
  IN is the rated relay current (1 or 5 amperes)
  IPU is the nominal pickup current

To test IMB and IMC use the procedure specified for IMA, and the appropriate connections
from Figure 5-1.

B. 3I0

Use the connections shown in Figure 5-1 for testing 3I0.  Slowly increase the current, IOP,
until the oscilloscope trace goes from LOW to HIGH.  The nominal pickup current is given by
Equation 2.  The actual pickup current should be within the tolerance given in Table 6-1 for
the particular value of test current, or +.025 per unit, whichever is greater.

 IPU = 3I0 x IN                    (2)

Where: 3I0 is the pickup set on the AEM10- module
  IN is the rated relay current (1 or 5 amperes)
    IPU is the nominal pickup current

C. I1T

Use the connections shown in Figure 5-1 for testing I1T.  Slowly increase the current, IOP,
until the oscilloscope trace goes from LOW to HIGH.  The nominal pickup current is given by
Equation 3.  The actual pickup current should be within the tolerance given in Table 6-1 for
the particular value of test current.

IPU = I1 x IN x 3   (3)

Where: I1 is the pickup set on the AEM11- module
     IN is the rated relay current (1 or 5 amperes)
     IPU is the nominal pickup current

D. IB

Place temporary jumpers between pins 55, 56, and 60 on the test card extender. Use the
connections shown in Figure 5-1 for testing IB.  Slowly increase current IOP until the
oscilloscope trace goes from LOW to HIGH.  The nominal pickup current is given by
Equation 4.  The actual pickup current should be within the tolerance given in Table 6-1 for
the particular value of test current.

                  IPU = 1.07 x IB BIAS x IN   (4)

Where: IB BIAS is the IB pickup set on the ADM10- module
    IN is the rated relay current (1 or 5 amperes)
    IPU is the nominal pickup current
    Tolerance = +.025 per unit, or equal to Table 6-1, whichever is greater

E. IT

The IT unit in the PLS is designed with an adaptive pickup circuit; that is, when a current
higher than pickup is suddenly applied to the relay, IT will pick up initially, but after a time
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Where: IT BIAS is the IT pickup set on the ADM10- module
 IN is the rated relay current (1 or 5 amperes)
   IPU is the nominal pickup current

Suddenly apply the calculated test current and check that the oscilloscope trace momentarily
goes from LOW to HIGH.  If this test is repeated, wait at least 30 seconds between tests to
allow the adaptive circuit to reset.

Without current applied to the relay, set the current level to the value specified by Equation 7.

         IPU = 1.9 x IT BIAS x IN   (7)

Where: IT BIAS is the IT pickup set on the ADM10- module
   IN is the rated relay current (1 or 5 amperes)
   IPU is the nominal pickup current

Suddenly apply the calculated test current and check that the oscilloscope trace does not go
from LOW to HIGH.

F. Fault Detector Pickup.

Set current IOP at 0.5 (0.1) ampere RMS.  Close the pushbutton test switch for approximately
one second.  When the push button test switch opens, the oscilloscope trace at pin 2 should go
to HIGH momentarily, after which it should return to LOW.  Increase IOP to 2.25 (0.45)
amperes RMS and repeat the test.  The oscilloscope trace should remain HIGH except when the
pushbutton test switch is closed.

DIRECTIONAL TESTS

    NOTE: The IDT and ITOC tests can be performed directionally, or non-directionally,
depending upon customer settings.  If both tests are performed, return the directional controls
to the proper setting.

A. ITOC  (Non-directional)

Use the connections shown in Figure 5-1 for testing TOC.  Set the TOC DIR setting to NON-
DIR on the DPM11- module for this test.  Return the ITOC pickup setting to required value.
Slowly increase the current, IOP, until the oscilloscope trace goes from LOW to HIGH.  The
nominal pickup current is given by Equation 8.  The actual pickup current should be within the
tolerance given in Table 6-1 for the particular value of test current.

                      IPU =        3            x TOC PU x IN     (8)
                            3-TOC K1

Where: TOC PU is the pickup set on the DPM11- module
  TOC K1 is the I1 restraint factor set on the DPM11- module (0 or 0.45)
   IN is the rated relay current (1 or 5 amperes)
    IPU is the nominal pickup current

NOTE:  Return the TOC DIR setting to its required setting following this test.
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POSITIVE-SEQUENCE DISTANCE UNITS

A. PD1

 Use the connections shown in Figure 5-3, and connect a temporary jumper between pin 38 and
pin 1.  Connect temporary jumpers between pins 55, 56 and 60 on a test card extender in the
test card position.  Connect the oscilloscope input to pin 17 on the test extender.  For the PD1
test only, set the "ZT" reach on the front plate of the DPM10- module to 2 (10) ohms.

Set the current and voltage phase angles per Table 6-2.

TABLE 6-2:  Phase Angle Settings

    FUNCTION                ANGLE

                      IA                     -θ
                      IB                     -(θ+120)
                      IC                     120-θ
                      VA                     0
                      VB                     -120
                      VC                     120

              Where θ is the ZR1 angle set on the AEM11- module.

The current used for this test should be equal to or greater than the value given in Table 6-3.
The magnitude of all three phase currents should be equal.

TABLE 6-3:  Test Tolerance

Z1        ITEST      TOLERANCE (%)       Z1      ITEST
                                MIN    MAX

1 - 6Ω 10         -5   +5        5 - 30Ω   2
6 - 12Ω    5         -7   +3       30 - 60Ω   1
12 - 20Ω  3        -10   +2       60 - 100Ω  0.6
20 - 25Ω  2        -15   0      100 - 150Ω  0.4

The nominal operating voltage is given by Equation 10.

      VOP = (ITEST x Z1) - PD1 BIAS - 1.5           (10)

Where: ITEST is the test current
    Z1 is the PD1 reach set on the front panel of the DPM11- module
    PD1 BIAS is the bias set on the DPM11- module multiplied by 67 to convert 

from per unit
     VOP is the nominal operating voltage
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C. PDB

Use the connections shown in Figure 5-3.  Connect temporary jumpers between pins 55, 56,
and 60 on a test card extender in the test card position.  Connect the oscilloscope input to pin
21 on the test extender.

Set the current and voltage phase angles per Table 6-5.  The reach of the PDB unit is equal to
the product of the PDT reach and the PDB reach multiplier set on the DPM10-.  The
recommended test current is determined by the PDB reach, as shown in Table 6-6.  The
current used for this test should be equal to or greater than the value given in Table 6-6.  The
magnitude of all three phase currents should be equal.

               TABLE 6-5:  Voltage/current settings

                  Function            Phase angle

                      IA                   180-θ
                      IB                   -(θ-60)
                      IC                   -(θ+60)
                      VA                   0
                      VB                   -120
                      VC                   +120

           Where θ is the ZR1 angle set on the AEM11- module.

TABLE 6-6:  PDB Test Current Values

                   IN=5                         IN=1
             ZRPDB           ITEST                               ZRPDB                 ITEST

              2- 6        10             10- 30       2
              6-12         5              30- 60       1
             12-20         3             60-100       0.6
             20-30         2             100-150       0.4
             30-40         1.5           150-200       0.3
             40-60         1             200-300       0.2

The nominal operating voltage is given by Equation 12.

VOP = ITEST x ZRPDB       (12)

Where: ITEST is the applied test current
ZRPDB = ZT x PDB
ZT is the PDT reach set on the front of the DPM10- module.

        PDB is the reach multiplier, set on the DPM10- module.
VOP is the nominal operating voltage
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Set the current and voltage phase angles per Table 6-2.  The reach of the PDX unit is equal to
the product of the PD1 reach set on the DPM11- module, Z1, and the PDX reach multiplier
set on the AEM10- module.  The recommended test current is determined by the PDX reach,
as shown in Table 6-8.  The current used for this test should be equal to or greater than the
value given in Table 6-8.  The magnitude of all three phase currents should be equal.

TABLE 6-8:  PDX Test Current Values

                   IN=5                         IN=1
             ZRPDX           ITEST                               ZRPDX              ITEST

              1- 6        10               5- 30       2
              6-12         5              30- 60       1
             12-20         3              60-100       0.6
             20-25         2             100-125       0.4

The nominal operating voltage is given by Equation 14.

                    VOP = ITEST x ZRPDX   (14)

Where: ITEST is the applied test current
ZRPDX is the product of the PD1 reach set on the front of the DPM11- module 
(Z1), and the PDX reach multiplier set on the AEM10- module, (PDX).
VOP is the nominal operating voltage

 The applied voltage should initially be set to a value larger than the nominal operating
voltage, and the three phase voltages should be lowered simultaneously until the PDX unit
operates, i.e. until pin 19 on the test extender steps from LOW TO HIGH.  The actual
operating voltage should be within the tolerances given in Table 6-4 for the value of ITEST
used.

NEGATIVE-SEQUENCE DISTANCE UNITS

A. NDD

Use the test connections shown in Figure 5-4.  Connect temporary jumpers between pins 55,
56, 57, 58 and 60 on a test card extender in the test card position.  Connect the oscilloscope
input to pin 26 on the test extender.

Choose test voltages to be applied to the relay according to the Zone 1 reach as set on the
DPM11- module, Z1.  Refer to Table 6-9.
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D. ND

Use the test connections shown in Figure 5-4.  Connect temporary jumpers between pins 55,
56, 57, 58 and 60 on a test card extender in the test card position. Connect the oscilloscope
input to pin 25 on the test extender.

Choose test voltages to be applied to the relay according to the Zone 1 reach as set on the
DPM11- module (PD1 reach).  Refer to Table 6-10.  The ND Bias is equal to the value set on
the DNM10- module multiplied by 67 (to convert from per unit to applied volts).

TABLE 6-10: ND Test Voltage/Current

          Z1           VA         VB        VC     ITEST  / -(90+θθθθ)
     IN=5A    IN=1A

     1-3     5-15    67∠0    35∠-163   35∠163      14+ND BIAS
                                                             1.16 x Z1

     3-12   15-60  67∠0    47∠-135   47∠135     42+ND BIAS
                                                               1.16 x Z1

     >12   (>60)   67∠0    58∠-125   58∠125     58+ND BIAS
                                                             1.16 x Z1
     Where θ is the ZR1 angle set on the AEM10- module.

Slowly increase the applied test current until the oscilloscope trace steps from LOW to
HIGH.  This value of test current should be equal to ITEST as shown in Table 6-10 with a
tolerance given in Table 6-1 for the value of ITEST used.

E. ND Zone 2 Reach

Use the test connections shown in Figure 5-4.  Connect temporary jumpers between pins 55,
56, 57 and 60 on a test card extender in the test card position. Connect the oscilloscope input
to pin 25 on the test extender.

The Zone 2 reach of the switched ND is equal to the Zone 1 reach times the Zone 2 reach
multiplier set on the DNM10- module.  Choose test voltages to be applied to the relay
according to the Zone 2 reach of the ND.  Refer to Table 6-10, and substitute the NDZ2 value
for Z1 in the ITEST equation.  The ND Bias is equal to the value set on the DNM10- module
multiplied by 67 (to convert from per unit to applied volts).

Slowly increase the applied test current until the oscilloscope trace steps from LOW to
HIGH.  This value of test current should be equal to ITEST as shown in Table 6-10 with a
tolerance given in Table 6-1 for the value of ITEST used.

NDZ2=Z1 x Z2 reach multiplier (on DNM 10-)  (17)

F. ND Zone 3 Reach

Use the test connections shown in Figure 5-4.  Connect temporary jumpers between pins 55,
56, 58 and 60 on a test card extender in the test card position. Connect the oscilloscope input
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will give a Monitor Alarm contact closure.  The front panel MON DATA indicator on the TAM101
module, Figure 9-6 in the CONTINUOUS MONITOR section, will also light.

There are two different methods by which the  operator can determine which point or points failed.
He can place the front panel DATA-SELECT switch in the MON DATA position and step through
the display of abnormal points, using the STEP DISPLAY switch.  The numbers of the abnormal
points need to be recorded at this time.

The other alternative is to interrogate the Continuous Monitor through the serial data link.  If monitor
data is requested, the video terminal will display all the abnormal point numbers.  The operator can
leave these numbers on the screen to work from, or they can be copied from the screen and entered in
the log.

These abnormal point numbers are the signal input numbers to the Continuous Monitor.  Refer to
Table 7-2 to find the mnemonic of the PLS signal connected to this input.  Table 7-2 also gives the
module where the signal originates.  Refer to the system Logic Diagram, Figure 1-2 in the SCHEME
DESCRIPTION section, and locate the abnormal signal levels on this diagram.  Locate the earliest
abnormal points, that is, the points closest to the AC inputs to the PLS.  The problem is normally
ahead of this point.  Abnormal points that follow the first abnormal point in a signal path probably
do not indicate a failure at these points.  If there is an earlier, monitored, logic level in the same
signal path that is normal, then the problem will usually be between the normal and the abnormal
points.

If there is no earlier logic point, then the AC inputs to the PLS that drive the abnormal logic point
should be checked.  Refer to the Measuring Functions Block Diagram, Figure 7-1 in this section, and
locate the abnormal signal levels on this diagram.

The techniques just described locate failures that resulted in monitor alarms from the Continuous
Monitor.  If a relay failure is suspected of causing a false trip, then the trip data in the Continuous
Monitor must be analyzed.  Obtain the trip data point numbers using the front panel controls:  DATA
SELECT, TRIP DATA, STEP DISPLAY and LCD display, or by using the serial data link.  See if
point 48 went to its abnormal state, HIGH.  If not, the trip did not originate in the trip bus connected
to the PLS.  If point 48 went abnormal, see if point 47 went HIGH (abnormal state).  If so, then there
was a system disturbance and the trip was probably not a false trip.  Check the event recorder, if
used, and see if a trip condition did exist.

If there was no fault detector signal (point 47 did not go HIGH), then there was an error in the PLS.
As in the case where a Monitor alarm light is lit, look for the earliest abnormal point in the signal
path.  Replace the module where this abnormal point is located.  If the failure cannot be localized as
occurring between a normal and abnormal monitored point, then it may be necessary to replace all
modules between the abnormal point and the AC inputs that supply signals to the abnormal point.

POWER SUPPLY MODULE

Check the following items if the LED found on the front panel of the PSM21- module (Figure 4-13)
fails to light when the Power Supply is turned on:

1. The correct DC supply is applied to the PLS.

2. The connection plugs, located on the left side of the MGM module (see Figure 4-1),
are properly inserted into the test receptacle.
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Table 7-2:  PLS CONTINUOUS MONITOR POINT TABLE

 MONITOR SIGNAL SOURCE LOGIC DIAGRAM SOCKET (H)
   POINT LOCATION      PIN NO.

4 NAND98 ULM161 2D3 43
5 PDX AEM10- 1F2 14
6 PDT DPM10- 1F2 44
7 PD1 DPM11- 1F4 15
8 PD1D DPM11- 45
9 ND DNM103 1F5 37
10 NDD DNM103 1F3 7
11 IT ADM101 1F3 36
12 NT ADM101 1F3 6
13 IDT DPM11- 1F5 35
14 ITOC DPM11- 1F4 5
17 PDB DPM101 1G6 39
18 REMOVE ø SEL (OR100) ULM19- 1E6 9
19 POSB DPM10- 1F1 38
20 øA SELECTOR DSM20- 2G7 8
21 øB SELECTOR DSM20- 2G7 10
22 øC SELECTOR DSM201 2G8 40
23 IB ADM101 1G6 11
24 3I0 AEM10- 2F6 41
25 TRIP PERM (OR16) ULM19- 1B3 24
26 CHANNEL TRIP (AND16) ULM19- 1C3 54
27 DIRECT TRIP (OR214) ULM19- 1C5 25
28 WEAK INFEED (TL16) ULM19- 1C4 55
29 LINE PICKUP (OR42) ULM181 1B10 26
30 ZONE II TIMER (TL2) ULM19- 1C2 56
31 ZONE III TIMER (TL3) ULM19- 1C2 27
32 RPI (OR12) ULM15- 2E4 57
33 EXTERNAL TRIP (OR19) ULM181 1F7 49
34 BLOCK ZONE (OR37) ULM19- 2D6 19
35 MOB (TL6) ULM19- 2D1 48
36 ANY POLE OPEN (OR32) ULM181 1D10 18
37 KEY1 ULM15- 2B4 47
38 KEY2 ULM15- 2B5 17
39 øA TRIP (AND21) ULM15- 2F9 46
40 øB TRIP (AND22) ULM15- 2F9 16
41 øC TRIP (AND23) ULM15- 2F10 51
42 PTFF (OR49) ULM171 2B11 21
43 KEY DTT ULM15- 2B4 50
44 LR (OR62) ULM171 2B10 20
45 3P TRIP (OR20A) ULM181 1D8 22
46 IR (OR59) ULM171 2B11 52
47 FDP (OR38) ULM161 2E2 23
48 ANY TRIP (OR27) ULM171 2E10 53

NOTE: Points 1-14 and 17-44 are scanned in the Monitor and TRIP mode.

  Points 45-48 are scanned in the TRIP mode only.
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